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About This Guide 
This implementation guide discusses architectural considerations and configuration steps for 

deploying the Virtual Private Network (VPN) Monitor on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) 

Cloud. It includes links to AWS CloudFormation templates that launch, configure, and run 

the AWS compute, network, storage, and other services required to deploy this solution on 

AWS, using AWS best practices for security and availability. 

The guide is intended for IT infrastructure architects, administrators, and DevOps 

professionals who have practical experience architecting on the AWS Cloud. 

  

http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/
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Overview 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) offers customers the ability to achieve highly available network 

connections between Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) and their on-premises 

infrastructure. This capability extends customer access to AWS resources in a reliable, 

scalable, and cost-effective way. While there are several ways to connect on-premises 

infrastructure to Amazon VPC, many customers choose to implement VPN connections 

because they are a quick and easy way to set up remote connectivity to a VPC. 

Amazon VPC supports industry standard, encrypted Internet Protocol security (IPsec) VPN 

connections to AWS networks. But, VPN tunnel connectivity to an Amazon VPC can be 

subject to configuration issues with Internet Key Exchange, IPsec, network access control 

lists, security groups, network routing tables, firewalls, VPN gateways, and VPN tunnel 

redundancy. 

To help identify these issues and 

ensure high availability, it is 

critical to monitor the state of 

the connections and the state of 

each tunnel for every VPN 

connection. 

The VPN Monitor solution 

automatically configures the 

services and components 

necessary to monitor the state of 

all VPN connections and 

tunnels in all AWS Regions of a 

customer’s account.  

 

This solution creates an AWS Lambda function and a custom Amazon CloudWatch metric. 

The Lambda function makes a DescribeVpnConnections API call that checks the status 

of all VPN connections and tunnels at a predefined interval (1 minute or 5 minutes) and 

records the status information in a CloudWatch metric. Customers can access this 

information using the AWS Management Console, or through Amazon CloudWatch API calls. 
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Cost 
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running the VPN Monitor. 

There is no additional cost for deploying the automated solution. The total cost for running 

this solution depends on the interval you select for the AWS Lambda function as well as the 

number of VPN connections you have. As of the date of publication, the monthly costs are as 

follows: 

 AWS Lambda: $0.91 for a 1-minute interval; or $0.18 for a 5-minute interval 

 Amazon CloudWatch (custom metric): $0.50 per VPN connection 

The following table gives the cost breakdown for two example scenarios. 

 
Monitor 10 VPN connections 
at 1-minute intervals 

Monitor 20 VPN connections  
at 5-minute intervals 

AWS Lambda $0.91 $0.18 

Amazon CloudWatch $5.00 $10.00 

Total (Monthly) $5.91 $10.18 

 

Architecture Overview 
Automatic deployment of this solution configures the following components and 

functionality. 

 

Figure 1: VPN Monitor Architecture on AWS 
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The AWS CloudFormation template deploys and configures an AWS Lambda function with 

a scheduled event (cron job) and an AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) role with 

fine-grained permissions to access Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC). It also 

configures Amazon CloudWatch event, and a custom metric that is updated with the status 

of the VPN connection every time the Lambda function executes. 

AWS CloudFormation Templates 
This solution uses AWS CloudFormation to automate the deployment of the VPN Monitor on 

the AWS Cloud. It includes the following CloudFormation template, which you can download 

before deployment: 

vpn-monitor.template: This is the primary solution template you 

use to launch the VPN Monitor and all associated components. The 

default configuration deploys an AWS Lambda function, an Amazon 

CloudWatch event, and CloudWatch custom metrics, but you can also customize the template 

based on your specific network needs. 

Automated Deployment 
Before you launch the automated deployment, please review the architecture, configuration, 

and other considerations discussed in this guide. Follow the step-by-step instructions in this 

section to configure and deploy the VPN Monitor into your account. 

Time to deploy: Approximately five (5) minutes.  

Launch the Stack 
This automated AWS CloudFormation template deploys the VPN Monitor in AWS Lambda, 

and configures related components.  

Note:   You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this 
solution. See the Cost section for more details. For full details, see the pricing 
webpage for each AWS service you will be using in this solution.  

1. Log in to the AWS Management Console and click the button to 

the right to launch the vpn-monitor AWS CloudFormation 

template.  

You can also download the template as a starting point for your own implementation. 

View template

Launch  
Solution

https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/home?region=us-east-1#/stacks/new?&templateURL=https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/home?region=us-east-1#/stacks/new?&templateURL=https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/home?region=us-east-1#/stacks/new?&templateURL=https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/home?region=us-east-1#/stacks/new?&templateURL=https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/home?region=us-east-1#/stacks/new?&templateURL=https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/vpn-monitor/latest/vpn-monitor.template
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2. The template is launched in the US East (N. Virginia) Region by default. To launch the 

VPN Monitor in a different AWS Region, use the region selector in the console 

navigation bar.  

Note: This solution uses the AWS Lambda service, which is currently available in 
specific AWS Regions only. Therefore, you must launch this solution an AWS 
Region where Lambda is available. 1  

3. On the Select Template page, verify that you selected the correct template and choose 

Next. 

4. On the Specify Details page, assign a name to your VPN Monitor stack. 

5. Under Parameters, review the parameters for the template, and modify them as 

necessary. 

Parameter Default Description 

CW Event Schedule cron(****?*) Enter the scheduled expression for CloudWatch Event rule that 
sets the VPN Monitor interval. For example:  
cron(****?*) (1-minute) or cron(0/5***?*) (5-minute) 

Send Anonymous 
Usage Data 

Yes Send anonymous data to AWS to help us understand VPN 
usage and related cost savings across our customer base as a 
whole. To opt out of this feature, select No.  

For more information, see the appendix. 

 

6. Click Next. 

7. On the Options page, choose Next. 

8. On the Review page, review and confirm the settings. Be sure to check the box 

acknowledging that the template will create IAM resources. 

9. Choose Create to deploy the stack. 

You can view the status of the stack in the AWS CloudFormation console in the Status 

column. You should see a status of CREATE_COMPLETE in roughly five (5) minutes. 

Note: In addition to the primary AWS Lambda function vpnTunnelStatus, this 

solution includes the SolutionHelper Lambda function, which runs only during 

initial configuration or when resources are updated or deleted. 

                                                   

1 For the most current AWS Lambda availability by region, see https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-

infrastructure/regional-product-services/  

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regional-product-services/
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When running this solution, you will see both Lambda functions in the AWS Lambda 

console, but only the primary vpnTunnelStatus function is regularly active. 

However, do not delete the SolutionHelper function as it is necessary to manage 

associated resources. 

Amazon CloudWatch Metrics 
This solution creates a custom CloudWatch metric named VPNStatus. Each time the AWS 

Lambda function executes, it updates the metric data for each VPN connection in the 

customer’s account. This data includes the VPN ID, the virtual private gateway (VGW) ID, 

the customer gateway ID, and the AWS Region where the connection exists. The connection 

state is recorded as 0 (both tunnels are down), 1 (one of the tunnels is down), or 2 (both 

tunnels are up). 

This metric allows users to review the status of each VPN connection and the state of the 

tunnels in each connection. With this information, you can identify and troubleshoot2 issues 

to help ensure that your VPN connections operate correctly.  

View VPN Monitor Metrics 
1. Sign in to the Amazon CloudWatch console. 

2. In the Custom Metrics drop-down field, select VPNStatus.  

 
3. Select the VPN connection(s) that you want to view the status of.  

                                                   

2 https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/vpn-tunnel-troubleshooting/   

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/vpn-tunnel-troubleshooting/
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At the bottom of the page, an individual graph will appear for each connection you 
selected, as shown in the following example. Note that a value of 0 is a connection with 

both tunnels down, a value of 1 is a connection with one tunnel down, and a value of 2 

is a connection with both tunnels up.  

 

Figure 2: CloudWatch metrics graph 

 

 

 

Additional Resources 

AWS services documentation 

 AWS CloudFormation 

 Amazon CloudWatch 

 AWS Lambda 

 Amazon VPC 

 

http://aws.amazon.com/documentation/cloudformation/
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/cloudwatch/
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/lambda/
http://aws.amazon.com/documentation/vpc/
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Appendix: Collection of Anonymous Data 
This solution includes an option to send anonymous usage data to AWS. We use this data to 

better understand how customers use this solution to improve the services and products 

that we offer. When enabled, the following information is collected and sent to AWS each 

time the VPN Monitor Lambda function runs: 

 Solution ID: The AWS solution identifier 

 Unique ID (UUID): Randomly generated, unique identifier for each VPN Monitor 

deployment  

 Timestamp: Data-collection timestamp 

 VPN Connection Data: Count of the number VPN connections that are monitored 

by the VPN Monitor in each AWS Region  

Example data: 

us-west-1: vpn-connections: 0 

us-east-1: vpn-connections: 3 

 

Note that AWS will own the data gathered via this survey.   Data collection will be subject to 

the AWS Privacy Policy. To opt out of this feature, set the Send Anonymous Usage Data 

parameter to No. 

  

http://aws.amazon.com/privacy/
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Send Us Feedback 
We welcome your questions and comments. Please post your feedback on the AWS 

Solutions Discussion Forum. 

You can visit our GitHub repository to download the templates and scripts for this solution, 

and to share your customizations with others.  

Document Revisions 

Date Change In sections 

September 2016 Initial publication - 

March 2017 Added a note explaining the Solution Helper AWS 

Lambda function 

Launch the Stack 

 

© 2017, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 

Notices  

This document is provided for informational purposes only. It represents AWS’s current product offerings and 

practices as of the date of issue of this document, which are subject to change without notice. Customers are 

responsible for making their own independent assessment of the information in this document and any use of 

AWS’s products or services, each of which is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, whether express or 

implied. This document does not create any warranties, representations, contractual commitments, 

conditions or assurances from AWS, its affiliates, suppliers or licensors. The responsibilities and liabilities of 

AWS to its customers are controlled by AWS agreements, and this document is not part of, nor does it modify, 

any agreement between AWS and its customers. 

The VPN Monitor solution is licensed under the terms of the Amazon Software License available 

at https://aws.amazon.com/asl/. 

https://forums.aws.amazon.com/forum.jspa?forumID=226
https://forums.aws.amazon.com/forum.jspa?forumID=226
https://github.com/awslabs/aws-vpn-monitor
https://aws.amazon.com/asl/

